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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the outage probability
of a simultaneously transmitting and reflecting reconfigurable
intelligent surface (STAR-RIS) assisted downlink non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) network over spatially correlated chan-
nels. To evaluate the impact of channel correlations on the
system performance, we first approximate the distribution of
the composite channel gain as a gamma random variable via
a moment-matching approach and then derive new close-form
outage probability expressions for a pair of NOMA users. Based
on the approximate results, the diversity of each user is studied.
Numerical results are provided to validate the effectiveness of
the theoretical analysis and illustrate the performance loss due
to channel correlations.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surface, NOMA,
channel correlation, simultaneous transmission and reflection

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurable Intelligent surfaces (RISs) have been con-
sidered as a revolutionary physical layer technique in the
future wireless communication network [1]. Physically, a RIS
consists of massive reflecting elements, which can reconfigure
the wireless environment by adjusting the electromagnetic
response of each reflecting element. Compared to multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) and relay systems, a RIS does
not utilize the costly and energy-consuming radio frequency
chains, which makes RIS an energy-efficient and economical
technique for future wireless networks [2].

Despite the benefits mentioned above, a problem of RIS
is that the conventional reflecting-only RIS requires that
receivers and transmitters need to locate at the same side,
which significantly limits the service coverage. To tackle
this problem, a new technique of simultaneously transmitting
and reflecting reconfigurable intelligent surface (STAR-RIS)
was investigated recently. Compared with the reflecting RIS,
a STAR-RIS is able to transmit and reflect the impinging
waves to receivers located at different sides of the surface.
A STAR-RIS prototype was designed by NTT DOCOMO
in Japan [3]. Three implementation strategies of STAR-RIS,
i.e., mode switching, energy splitting, and time switching,
were presented in [4]. The authors in [5] studied the phase
shift design of a STAR-RIS assisted network and showed the
advantages of STAR-RIS in enlarging the coverage.
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Due to the superiority of STAR-RIS, especially in providing
full-space coverage of multiple users, STAR-RIS empowered
multiple access attracts great research interests. Among var-
ious multiple access techniques, NOMA has received signif-
icant attention due to advantages over orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) in terms of high spectrum efficiency, massive
connectivity, and balancing user fairness [6]. A few research
works focusing on the analysis of STAR-RIS assisted NOMA
networks have appeared recently. The authors in [7] optimized
the coverage of a STAR-RIS assisted NOMA network under
the quality of service (QoS) requirement of each user. A mode
switching STAR-RIS aided NOMA network was analyzed in
[8], where an algorithm to partition elements was proposed
to maximize the sum-rate. The authors in [9] and [10]
derived the outage probability and diversity gains of a STAR-
RIS empowered NOMA system with perfect and imperfect
successive interference cancellation (SIC).

Most of the previous works assumed the channels asso-
ciated with the STAR-RIS are independent. However, this
assumption is not practical for a real system in which elements
are usually placed in a rectangular array [11], [12]. The
authors in [13] optimized the sum-rate of a RIS-assisted
multi-user system under a correlated Rician channel model.
However, the fundamental performance analysis of STAR-RIS
systems over correlated channels is still at an embryonic stage.
To tackle these issues, this letter is the first work to analyze the
outage probability of a STAR-RIS assisted NOMA network
where the channels are spatially correlated. First, approximate
closed-form expressions of the outage probability are derived
by using a moment-matching method. Then, the diversity of
each user is investigated. Finally, numerical results show
that the proposed analytical results are accurate, and channel
correlations deteriorate system outage performance.

Notations: Bold lower and upper case letters represent
vectors and matrices, respectively. CN (·, ·) is the circularly
symmetric Gaussian distribution. CN×1 stands for the N × 1
complex vectors space. ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean norm. diag(a)
represents a diagonal matrix with a on its main diagonal.
[A]i,j is the (i, j) entry of A. E[·] and Var[·] represent the
expectation and variance of a random variable. (·)T is the
transpose and (·)∗ is the conjugate operation. mod(·, ·) and
⌊·⌋ are the modulus operation and floor function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This letter focuses on a mode switching STAR-RIS as-
sisted wireless network in which a single-antenna transmitter
(TX) communicates to single-antenna users simultaneously



Fig. 1. System model of the STAR-RIS assisted NOMA system.

by using NOMA transmission. As shown in Fig.1, two users
locate on opposite sides of the STAR-RIS. The STAR-RIS
consists of N = Mh × Mv elements, with Mh elements
per row and Mv elements per column. The size of each
element is A = l0 × w0, where l0 and w0 denote the length
and width of each element. In order to serve two users
simultaneously1, the STAR-RIS elements are divided into two
collections St and Sr with Nt and Nr elements and operating
in the transmission and reflection modes, respectively. Similar
to [14], it is assumed that the STAR-RIS operates in the far
field of TX, Ut and Ur, and the direct links of TX-Ut and
TX-Ur are blocked by obstacles. In contrast to existing works
considering independent channel models, we take channel
correlations into account. The normalized small scale fading
of the TX-St and TX-Sr channels is modeled by a correlated
normal random vector, i.e.,

hχ ∼ CN (0,Rχ), χ ∈ {t, r}, (1)

where hχ =
(
hχ,1, ..., hχ,Nχ

)T ∈ CNχ×1; Rχ ∈ CNχ×Nχ is
the covariance matrix of hχ. Based on the correlation model
proposed in [11], each element of Rχ satisfies

[Rχ]i,j = sinc

(
2π

λ
∥ ai − aj ∥

)
, i, j ∈ {1, ..., Nχ}. (2)

where λ is the wavelength; ∥ ai−aj ∥ is the distance between
elements i and j. Likewise, the normalized small scale fading
of the Sχ-Uχ channel is assumed to be correlated normal
distributed with channel vector as

gχ ∼ CN (0,Rχ), χ ∈ {t, r}. (3)

The path loss coefficient of the TX-Sχ-Uχ channel is [15]

ηχ =
ΛχA

2

dϑ0d
ϑ
χ

, χ ∈ {t, r}, (4)

where Λχ is the average path loss intensity at unit distance
of the TX-Sχ-Uχ channel; d0 and dχ are the distances from
TX to RIS and from RIS to Uχ, respectively; ϑ denotes the

1 In this letter, we focus on a two-user NOMA group, similarly to [9],
[10]. Different NOMA groups are allocated with orthogonal resource blocks.
The analysis of multi-user NOMA requires the distribution of the sum of
correlated complex random variables, which remains a critical open question
for our future work.

path loss exponent. The proposed channel model is suitable
for urban environments with rich scatters and a stable LoS
path is non-existent [16]. Since TX and users operate in the
far field, hχ and gχ are independent of each other.

As per the mode switching STAR-RIS protocol introduced
in [4], the elements in St and Sr operate in the transmis-
sion and reflection modes, respectively2. To be specific, for
transmission mode, the incident signals penetrate the elements
in St without reflection. The transmitting coefficients matrix
is given as Θ = diag

(
ejθ1 , ..., ejθNt

)
. For reflection mode,

the incident signals are reflected by the elements in Sr
without power loss and the reflecting coefficients matrix can
be written as Ψ = diag

(
ejψ1 , ..., ejψNr

)
. Without loss of

generality, each element is assumed to be ideal without energy
consumption and the amplitude coefficient is one [8], [9].

In the proposed system, TX broadcasts the superimposed
signals of Ut and Ur. As proved in [9], the received SNR
of both users is maximized when a coherent phase shifting
scheme is performed3. After the coherent phase shifting, the
received signals at Ut and Ur can be expressed as

yt =
√
ηtHt

√
P (βtst + βrsr) + wt, (5a)

yr =
√
ηrHr

√
P (βtst + βrsr) + wr, (5b)

where Ht =
Nt∑
n=1

|gt,n||ht,n| and Hr =
Nr∑
n=1

|gr,n||hr,n|; P is

the transmit power at TX; βt and βr are the transmit power
allocation factors for Ut and Ur at TX with β2

t + β2
r = 1;

st and sr are the signals of Ut and Ur with unit power, i.e.,
E[|st|2] = E[|sr|2] = 1. wt and wr are the additive Gaussian
noise of Ut and Ur with zero mean and variance σ2

0 .
As per the principles of NOMA, the user with a better

channel condition conducts SIC, and the other user decodes
its signal directly. Theoretically, the channel conditions of two
users will fluctuate quickly, making the analysis of optimal
decoding order complicated. In this letter, we assumed a fixed
decoding order (Ur, Ut) based on the path loss4, similar to
other works [6], [9], [10], [21]. From the perspective of user
fairness, more transmit power is allocated to Ur, i.e., βt < βr.
In the proposed system, Ut first decodes the signal of Ur with
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)

γs =
Pηtβ

2
rH

2
t

Pηtβ2
tH

2
t + σ2

0

. (6)

Then, Ut subtracts the signal of Ur from its received signal
and decodes its information with signal to noise ratio (SNR):

γt = γ0ηtβ
2
tH

2
t , (7)

2Due to limited space, we only consider the mode switching STAR-RIS,
same as in [8], [10]. The proposed framework can be extended to the energy
splitting and time switching STAR-RIS in similar ways.

3 In this letter, we apply ideal coherent phase shifting. Since phase errors
exist in reality [17], this assumption gives a lower bound on the outage
probability [18]. Further, only two-bit phase adjustment can achieve the
performance close to the lower bound in practice [19], [20].

4In this letter, we assume dt < dr . Therefore, the path loss coefficients
satisfy ηt > ηr . This set-up reflects the scenario where a STAR-RIS is
deployed on a building to serve indoor (Ut) and outdoor (Ur) users.



where γ0 = P/σ2
0 is the transmit SNR. At the same time,

Ur decodes its information by treating the signal of Ut as
interference with SINR

γr =
Pηrβ

2
rH

2
r

Pηrβ2
tH

2
r + σ2

0

. (8)

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the outage probability of the STAR-RIS
assisted NOMA network is investigated. We first derive the
channel distributions of Ht and Hr, based on which the
outage probability expressions of Ut and Ur are obtained.
With these expressions, the impact of channel correlations on
the diversity of each user is discussed in detail.

A. Channel Distributions Analysis
A moment-matching approach based on gamma distribution

is applied to manipulate the channel distributions of Hχ,
χ ∈ {t, r}. First, a Proposition regarding the expectation and
variance of Hχ is given as follows.

Proposition 1. The expectation and variance of Hχ, χ ∈
{t, r} can be computed as

E[Hχ] =
π

4
Nχ, (9a)

Var[Hχ] =

Nχ∑
i=1

Nχ∑
j=1

([
R̄χ

]
i,j

)2
− π2

16
N2

χ, (9b)

where R̄χ ≜ E[|hχ||hχ|T ] = E[|gχ||gχ|T ].
For i ̸= j,[

R̄χ

]
i,j

=∣∣∣[Rχ]i,j

∣∣∣2 − 1

2
K

(∣∣∣[Rχ]i,j

∣∣∣2)+ E

(∣∣∣[Rχ]i,j

∣∣∣2) . (10)

For i = j, [
R̄χ

]
i,j

= 1. (11)

K(·) and E(·) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first
and second kinds, respectively.

Proof: See the Appendix A.

Remark 1. When the channels are uncorrelated, the channel
covariance matrix Rχ,u, χ ∈ {t, r} becomes an identity
matrix, such that the expectation and variance of the com-
posite channel gain Hχ,u become E[Hχ,u] = πNχ/4 and
Var[Hχ,u] =

(
1− π2/16

)
Nχ; these results, which were also

derived in [22], are thus a special case of Proposition 1.

With Proposition 1, the moment-matching approach can be
utilized to analyze the distribution of Hχ by matching the
expectation and variance of Hχ to a gamma random variable
with mean κχωχ and variance κχω

2
χ. As introduced in [22],

the gamma distribution can be used to approximate com-
plicated SNR distributions with high accuracy and tractable
parameters computations. Thus, Hχ can be approximated as
a gamma random variable with shape parameter κχ and scale
parameter ωχ:

κχ =
E2[Hχ]

Var[Hχ]
, ωχ =

Var[Hχ]

E[Hχ]
. (12)

The probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of Hχ can be approximated as

fHχ(x) ≈
xκχ−1 exp

(
− x

ωχ

)
Γ(κχ)ω

κχ
χ

, (13a)

FHχ(x) ≈
1

Γ(κχ)
γ

(
κχ,

x

ωχ

)
, (13b)

where Γ(·) is gamma function and γ(·, ·) is lower incomplete
gamma function.

B. Outage Probability of Ut
According to the principle of NOMA, the outage occurs at

Ut when it cannot decode the signal of Ur or its own signal,
or both. Thus, the outage probability of Ut is defined as

Pt = 1− Pr (γs > γ̄s, γt > γ̄t) , (14)

where γ̄s and γ̄t are the SINR threshold of SIC and SNR
threshold after SIC, respectively. When βr ≤

√
γ̄sβt, it is

clear to learn that Pt = 1. When βr >
√
γ̄sβt, substituting

(6) and (7) into (14), the outage probability of Ut can be given
as

Pt = 1− Pr (Ht > γ̂t) ≈
1

Γ(κt)
γ

(
κt,

γ̂t
ωt

)
, (15)

where

γ̂t = max

{√
γ̄s

γ0ηt (β2
r − γ̄sβ2

t )
,

√
γ̄t

γ0ηtβ2
t

}
. (16)

C. Outage Probability of Ur
The outage will happen at Ur when its received SINR falls

below a threshold. Hence, the outage probability of Ur is
defined as

Pr = Pr (γr < γ̄r) , (17)

where γ̄r is the SINR threshold. Following the similar proce-
dures as in the analysis of Ut, the outage probability of Ur
can be studied as follows. Under the case of βr ≤

√
γ̄rβt, we

can have Pr = 1. Under the case of βr >
√
γ̄rβt, the outage

probability of Ur can be approximated as

Pr ≈ 1

Γ(κr)
γ

(
κr,

γ̂r
ωr

)
, (18)

where γ̂r =
√

γ̄r/(γ0ηr (β2
r − γ̄rβ2

t )).

D. Diversity Analysis

The diversity is a performance metric to evaluate how
fast the outage probability decreases with the transmit SNR.
Conventionally, diversity refers to an asymptotic quantity as
the transmit SNR goes to infinity. However, as pointed out in
[23], it is of interest to analyze the diversity at finite SNR in
system design. The finite-SNR diversity is defined as

δ̄χ(γ0) = − ∂ logPχ

∂ log(γ0)
= −γ0

∂ logPχ

∂γ0
, χ ∈ {t, r}. (19)

With (15) and (18), the finite-SNR diversity of Ut and Ur can
be approximated as

δ̄χ(γ0) ≈
exp

(
− ξχ√

γ0

)(
ξχ√
γ0

)κχ

2 γ
(
κχ,

ξχ√
γ0

) , χ ∈ {t, r}, (20)
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Fig. 2. Approximate PDFs of Ht and Hr and simulation results.

where

ξt = max

{√
γ̄s

ω2
t ηt (β

2
r − γ̄sβ2

t )
,

√
γ̄t

ω2
t ηtβ

2
t

}
, (21)

ξr =

√
γ̄r

ω2
rηr (β2

r − γ̄rβ2
t )

. (22)

As γ0 goes to infinity, the conventional diversity of Ut and
Ur can be approximated as

δχ = lim
γ0→∞

δ̄χ(γ0) ≈
κχ

2
, χ ∈ {t, r}. (23)

Although these are approximate results, we can still gain
some insights regarding the impact of channel correlations
on the outage probability. When the channels are correlated,
each non-diagonal element of the channel covariance matrix
satisfies 0 < |[Rχ]i,j | < 1 if i ̸= j. Then, it can be proved
that π/4 < [R̄χ]i,j < 1. The variance of Hχ is rewritten as

Var[Hχ] = Var[Hχ,u]+Nχ∑
i=1

Nχ∑
j=1,j ̸=i

([
R̄χ

]
i,j

)2
− π2

16
(N2

χ −Nχ)

 , (24)

where the second term on the right hand side of (24) is
larger than zero. Referring to Remark 1, the expectation and
variance of the uncorrelated and correlated channel gains
satisfy E[Hχ,u] = E[Hχ], Var[Hχ,u] < Var[Hχ]. Referring
to (12) and (23), we can learn that the approximate diversity
of each user with correlated channels is smaller than that of
uncorrelated channels. Channel correlations will deteriorate
the outage performance as expected. Crucially, we have given
here a quantitative description of how they do so.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we study the impact of channel correlations
on the outage performance. The proposed analytical results are
evaluated by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The simulation
parameters are defined as follows. The SNR/SINR thresholds
are γ̄s = γ̄t = γ̄r = 0dB. The distances of the TX-RIS,
RIS-Ut and RIS-Ur channels are d0 = 15m, dt = 8m
and dr = 15m, respectively. The path loss exponent is
ϑ = 2.3. The transmit power allocation factors are given
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as βt = 0.6 and βr = 0.8. The unit distance path loss
of each element is set as ΛtA

2 = ΛrA
2 = −20 dB.

The wavelength is λ = 0.1m. The STAR-RIS element is
of dimensions l0 = 5 cm and w0 = 3 cm. The STAR-
RIS is assumed to be partitioned into two rectangular sub-
surfaces as Sχ, χ ∈ {t, r}, with Mh,χ and Mv,χ elements
per row and column. The element vector in (2) is given
as aε = [0,mod(ε− 1,Mh,χ)l0, ⌊(ε− 1)/Mh,χ⌋w0] , ε ∈
{1, ..., Nχ}.

The accuracy of gamma approximation is verified in Fig. 2.
The approximate PDFs of Ht and Hr are compared with the
numerical results via MC simulations. The element config-
uration is STAR-RIS 1: {N = 36;St : Mh,t = 5,Mv,t =
4;Sr : Mh,r = 4,Mv,r = 4}. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the
approximate PDFs match well with the numerical results.

The outage probability of Ut and Ur versus the transmit
SNR γ0 are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Another
STAR-RIS configuration is considered: STAR-RIS 2: {N =
72;St : Mh,t = 5,Mv,t = 8;Sr : Mh,r = 4,Mv,r = 8}.
The outage probability of Ut and Ur when the channels
are assumed to be uncorrelated are given as benchmarks.
Figs. 3 and 4 show that channel correlations deteriorate
the outage performance. For example, when γ0 = 65dB



and STAR-RIS 1 is used, the outage probability of Ur is
10−3 and 10−4 for correlated and uncorrelated channels,
respectively. To illustrate the impact of element spacing, we
fix the element size and increase the inter-element distance
by 1 cm. The outage curves for larger element spacing are
labelled ‘Larger Distance’. Increasing the spacing will lead
to better outage performance. We also explore the impact of
channel correlations on the diversity, shown by the dotted lines
with ‘diversity’ in the legend. For example, the finite-SNR
diversity at γ0 = 56dB of Ut is 6.2 and 8.9 for correlated
and uncorrelated channels when STAR-RIS 1 is used. These
values are much smaller than the number of elements since
a finite SNR regime is studied. For a practical STAR-RIS,
the asymptotic diversity slope will appear at extremely low
outage probability in a very large SNR regime, which is of
little engineering importance. Numerical results illustrate the
diversity of each user decreases due to channel correlations.
The outage probability curves with two-bit phase adjustment,
labelled ‘Discrete Phase’, are also given. As expected, the gap
between ideal and two-bit phase shifting is narrow.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a mode switching STAR-RIS empow-
ered NOMA communication network over spatially correlated
channels and investigated the outage probability, finite-SNR
diversity and asymptotic diversity of the paired NOMA users.
To be specific, the outage probability expressions were de-
rived by using a moment-matching method based on gamma
distribution and the approximate diversity of both users was
then computed. It was shown that channel correlations lead
to performance degradation in terms of outage probability.
Numerical results confirmed the accuracy of the proposed
outage expressions. An accurate asymptotic analysis of a
STAR-RIS system over correlated channels constitutes an
important question for further research.

APPENDIX A
First, the expectation of Ht can be computed directly as

E[Ht] =
Nt∑
n=1

E [|gt,n|]E [|ht,n|] = πNt/4. On the other hand,

the variance of Ht can be manipulated as

Var[Ht] = E[(Ht − E[Ht])
2]

= E

( Nt∑
n=1

(|gt,n||ht,n| − E[|gt,n||ht,n|])

)2


= E

[
Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
j=1

(
|gt,i||ht,i| −

π

4

)(
|gt,j ||ht,j | −

π

4

)]

=

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
j=1

(E [|gt,i||gt,j |]E [|ht,i||ht,j |])−
π2

16
N2

t . (25)

We have proved the mathematical relationship between
E[|ϖt,i||ϖt,j |] and E[ϖt,iϖ

∗
t,j ], ϖ ∈ {g, h} in [20], and the

relationship is given in (10) and (11), where E[|ϖt,i||ϖt,j |]
and E[ϖt,iϖ

∗
t,j ] are the (i, j) entry in matrices R̄t and Rt,

respectively. Exploiting (10), (11) and (25), the variance of

Ht is obtained as in Proposition 1. Similarly, the expectation
and variance of Hr can be obtained.
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